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CAMX 2019 exhibit preview: Engineering
Technology Corp.
Engineering Technology Corp. is presenting its standard filament winders and
will provide individual demonstrations on the use of it pattern generation
software, FiberGrafiX. 
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Engineering Technology Corp. (Salt Lake City, Utah, U.S.) is presenting its

standard filament winders and will provide individual demonstrations on the

use of it pattern generation software, FiberGrafiX. 

ETC’s filament winders are designed for cost-effectiveness and reliability, with

standard options ranging from laboratory scale table-top winders specifically

made for winding test coupons, to multi-spindle automated pressure vessel

winders with industry-leading fiber payout. 

FiberGrafiX is ETC’s pattern generation software for filament winding, and the

company says that every CAMX participant who reserves a spot in advance will

have an individual FiberGrafiX demonstration conducted by Carlos Ferreira,

ETC’s product development manager. During this workshop, participants will

develop a pattern using FiberGrafiX and then view this same pattern being

used in a live winding demonstration.  The entire process will be accomplished

in only one hour! Booth N67.
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HP-RTM on the rise

Decades of development have propelled it to prominence but its future demands

industrial solutions for handling cost, complexity and process control.
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Is the BMW 7 Series the future of autocomposites?

BMW AG's Dingolfing, Germany, auto manufacturing facility is well known for

churning out a variety of car models and types, and the 7 Series is among them,

famous for its steel/aluminum/composites construction. Does this car represent

optimum of composites use in vehiicles? This plant tour of the Dingolfing plant

looks at how composites on the 7 Series come together.

Composites 101: Fibers and resins

Compared to legacy materials like steel, aluminum, iron and titanium, composit

are still coming of age, and only just now are being better understood by design a

manufacturing engineers. However, composites’ physical properties — combined

with unbeatable light weight — make them undeniably attractive. This month,

CAMX Connection introduces to composites novices the fibers and resin systems

commonly used in composites manufacturing.
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